Orphan detection in distributed systems is a well-researched field for which many solutions exist. These solutions exploit well defined parent-child relationships given in distributed systems. But they are not applicable in mobile agent systems, since no similar natural relationship between agents exist. Thus new protocols have to be developed. In this paper one such protocol for controlling mobile mobile agents and for orphan detection is presented. The "shadow" approach presented in this paper uses the idea of a placeholder (shadow) which is assigned by the agent system to each new agent. This defines an artificial relationship between agents and shadow. The shadow records the location of all dependent agents. Removing the root shadow implies that all dependent agents are declared orphan and are eventually be terminated. We introduce agent proxies that create a path from shadow to every agent. In an extension of the basic protocol we additionally allow the shadow to be mobile.
Introduction
A mobile agent is regarded as a piece of software roaming the network on behalf of a user, e.g. searching for information in different databases, buying a flight ticket and renting a car, or trying to find the cheapest flower shop. Mobile agents seem to be the solution to many of the problems in the area of distributed systems. But while the idea of mobile agents is quite appealing, and while many researchers are working in this area, some very important problems have yet to be solved. Most of the research concentrates on providing the basic system support for migration, communication, the security of the platform underlying the agent system and for the asynchronous operation of agents. Some solutions for these problems already exist and have been implemented in different agent systems [e.g. 1 -6]. But until now no protocols exist for orphan detection in mobile agent systems.
Orphan detection in an agent system is very important both from the user's and from the system side, because a running agent uses resources, which are valuable to both user and system. The user has to pay for resources (at least in principle), and the system has only a limited amount of them. So if the user does not need the results of a distributed computation in progress anymore, he wants to be able to terminate the computation to minimise the resulting cost. W i t h an orphan detection mechanism the user simply declares the agents to be terminated as orphans. Orphan detection guarantees that the now useless agents can be determined by the system and ended, thus freeing the resources they have bound. In this paper we will present a new protocol, the shadow protocol, that allows both control of mobile agents and orphan detection. The paper is organised as follows: Section 2 presents our agent model. In Section 3 the shadow protocol is presented with different extensions and optimisations. Section 4 presents related work, and in Section 5 the conclusion and outlook is given.
The Agent Model
In this section we will give you a short overview of our agent model ( Fig. 1 ), that has been described in more detail in, [1, 2, 7] . Our model of an agentbased system -as many other models -is mainly based on the concepts of agents and places. Places provide the environment for safely executing local as well as visiting agents. An agent system consists of a number of (abstract) places, being the home of various services. Agents are active entities, which may move from place to place to meet other agents and access the places' services. Each agent is identified by a globally unique agent identifier. An agent's identifier is generated by the system at agent creation time. The creating place can be derived from this name. It is independent of the agent's current place, i.e. it does not change when the agent moves to a new place. In other words, the applied identifier scheme provides location transparency. A place is entirely located on a single node of the underlying network, but multiple places may be situated on a given node. For example, a node may provide a number of places, each one assigned to a certain agent community, allowing access to a certain set of services or implementing a certain pricing policy. Places are divided into two types, depending on the connectivity of the underlying system. If a system is connected to the network all the time (barring network failures and system crashes), a place on this system is called connected.
If a system is only connected part-time to the network, e.g. a user's PDA (personal digital assistant), the place is called associated.
The Shadow Protocol
In this section we discuss the basic Shadow Protocol with its agent proxies, the extension that allows the shadows to be mobile, and discuss possible optimisations.
The idea
In the shadow concept each application creates one or more shadows, a data structure on a connected place. The place where the shadow is created does not necessarily have to run on the same host on which the creating application runs.
Place~ I~ Shadow
Application ~ Each agent created by the application depends on such a shadow (Fig. 2) . As long as the shadow exists in the system, no contact of agents to the application itself or to the computer system on which the application runs is necessary. At regular intervals (called time to live or ttl) the system checks for each agent if the associated shadow still exists. If the shadow no longer exists (because the application removed it) the agent is declared to be an orphan and is removed.
If an agent creates a new agent, the system assigns to this new agent the shadow of the creating agent, and the remaining ttl until the next check (Fig.   3 ). This assignment cannot be changed by the agents. Limiting the time span to the remaining ttl of the creating agent (and not to the original time interval) is necessary to prevent malicious agents from living indefinitely. Otherwise the mechanism could be circumvented simply by creating a new agent with again the whole ttl just before the life span of the old agent ends. If a place on which a shadow resides cannot be reached, the system tries to contact the place several times. If the place still cannot be reached, the shadow is presumed to no longer exist and its associated agents are killed. The disadvantage of this approach is that regardless of what an agent does, it has to connect to its shadow's place at regular intervals. The advantage on the other hand is that we have a worst-case time limit for the termination of agents through removing the shadows. This upper limit is exactly the sum of the ttl of the agents and the timeout for contacting.
Up to this point the protocol only allows passive terraination. By removing a shadow all dependent agents are declared orphans, and after the ttl has elapsed it is guaranteed that all agents have been removed by the orphan detection. By adding the path concept to this protocol we also allow active termination, i.e. termination of an agent while its ttl is greater than 0. Agent proxies are structures at each place that keep track of the movement of all agents dependent on a specific shadow, thus
